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We present a model of classical Heisenberg spins on a Hollandite lattice, which has been de-
veloped to describe the magnetic properties of α-MnO2 and similar compounds. The model has
nearest neighbor interacting spins, however the strength and the sign of spin-spin interactions is
anisotropic and depends on the nature of the bonds. Our analysis shows that the Hollandite lattice
supports four different incommensurate and helical magnetic ground states depending on the rela-
tive strengths and signs of spin-spin interactions. We show that the incommensurate helical ground
states appear due to the geometrical frustration present in the model. We demonstrate that each
of the four helical incommensurate magnetic phases are continuously connected to four different
collinear antiferromagnetic ground states as the strength of spin-spin interaction along some bonds
is increased. The present results give support to the presence of helical states that have been previ-
ously suggested experimentally for Hollandite compounds. We provide an in-depth analysis of the
magnetic form factors for each helical phase and describe how it could be used to identify each of
these phases in neutron diffraction experiments.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Hk 75.10.-b 05.50.+q
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic compounds with a low magnetic anisotropy
are interesting for the large variety of magnetic phases
they display. In general, the starting point to understand
these magnetic phases are interacting Heisenberg spins
defined on lattices that mimic the lattice structure of the
actual compounds. While examining quantum Heisen-
berg spins remains a challenging task, 1,2 in many cases,
understanding the phase diagram for interacting classi-
cal Heisenberg spins is also a complicated problem.3 Ac-
tually, it has been proven that geometrical frustration
combined with complex lattice structure can make such
analysis highly non-trivial. In many cases various ex-
otic magnetic ground states were identified, for example,
for pyrochlore lattices4–6, diamond lattice,7–9 etc.. One
of the key ingredients of geometrical frustration is the
presence of triangles as structural units in a lattice.10,11
For this reason the study of antiferromagnetic Heisen-
berg spin models on various triangular lattices, including
one dimensional ladder, 2D and 3D triangular lattices,
and quasi-2D triangular ladders, has drawn considerable
attention in the scientific community.12–15
One example of such lattice with geometrical frus-
tration is the Hollandite lattice,16,17 which is the crys-
tal structure of some transition metal oxides as in the
case of α-MnO2.16,18,19 This manganese oxide has re-
cently attracted considerable attention from both ex-
perimental and theoretical condensed matter research
communities20–29 because of its large number of appli-
cations as a catalyst for oxygen reduction reaction30,
microbial fuel cells31, electrode materials for Li-ion bat-
teries32, lithium-air batteries29,33–36 and in supercapac-
itors37, etc.. Hollandite-type compounds display pores
with a diameter of ∼4.6 Å, (see Fig.1(a)). These large
channels can accommodate cations such as K+, Na+,
and Ba2+, leading to non-stoichiometric compounds such
as K1.5(H3O)xMn8O1616,17,24 and Ba1.2Mn8O16. 19 The
presence of these impurities makes it hard to deter-
mine their composition, in particular the water con-
tent.24,25,38,39 This uncertainty in the composition intro-
duces a difficulty for studying the electronic and mag-
netic properties of these compounds, as they vary de-
pending on the type of dopant and its concentration.
The magnetic frustration due to the structural trian-
gles (see Fig.1(b)), and the presence of impurities in the
channels are at the origin of the rich variety of mag-
netic ordered phases that have been identified experimen-
tally in these materials. The best studied case is that of
potassium impurities. Strobel et al. in Ref. 39 reported
an antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition for K0.16MnO2
at TN=18 K, also an AFM ground state was reported
for K<0.7MnO2 synthesized with a hydrothermal tech-
nique.20 However, the exact nature of this AFM phase
is still unknown. Increasing the amount of K+ ions in
the channels of KxMnO2 (0.087 < x ≤ 0.125) a spin-
glass behavior was observed at low temperatures.21–23
Moreover, impurities can further complicate the phase
diagram: the K1.5(H3O)xMn8O16 exhibits a ferromag-
netic (FM) transition at 52 K and this FM state persists
down to 20 K. When the temperature is further lowered,
the ferromagnetic state disappears and possibly a helical
magnetic state is established, as suggested by the spa-
tial anisotropic behavior of the susceptibility.24 A helical
magnetic structure was also suggested for K0.15MnO2 at
low temperatures.25
Recently some theoretical studies have been carried
out27,28 in order to understand the magnetic phase di-
agrams of the Hollandite type magnetic compounds. In
particular in Ref. 27 Crespo and co-workers used a simple
2Ising model to qualitatively reproduce both the antifer-
romagnetic ground state20 in the absence of disorder and
the spin-glass transition under doping.21–23 Nevertheless
this study was only a zeroth order approximation to this
type of systems as manganese compounds are known to
display low magnetic anisotropy. In fact experimental
data for several manganese compounds 40–42 have shown
that these compounds are well described by the Heisen-
berg model. Consequently, the model of Ref. 27 can-
not reproduce realistic low temperature magnetic config-
urations of manganites, like non-collinear AFM or heli-
cal magnetic ground states, that have been suggested in
some compounds.24,25
In this paper we extend the previous work27 and study
the classical Heisenberg model on the Hollandite lat-
tice in order to investigate the ground state magnetic
phase diagram as a function of the model parameters.
By exploring all possible magnetic interactions between
the spins we probe different uniform compositions of the
Hollandite structure and therefore give an explanation to
some of the magnetic ground states that have been exper-
imentally suggested. We have found that the Hollandite
lattice supports many different ground states inside the
phase space of model parameters: from various collinear
AFM spin configurations, as in the Ising case27 for large
values of the AFM couplings, to incommensurate helical
spin configurations when all the interactions have com-
parable strengths. To find the ground states for a given
set of couplings two different approaches have been used:
(i) the well-known interaction matrix analysis43,44 and
(ii) numerical simulations45 employing local field quench
method.46 Both methods agreed perfectly and yielded
identical ground state energy.
The paper is organized as follows: we introduce the
model in Sec.II and the ground states for different choices
of the interaction parameter are discussed in Sec.III. In
Sec.IV, the magnetic structure factor is analysed in detail
for each region of the phase diagram. Finally, the effect of
an uniform external magnetic field is discussed in Sec.V.
We conclude our work by summarizing our results.
II. MODEL
The Hollandite structure is shown schematically in
Fig.1. The lattice can be described as a collection of con-
nected planes where each plane is extended parallel to the
x − z plane and is interconnected to the other planes in
y-direction. The conventional unit cell is composed by 8
sites that have been numerated in clockwise direction in
the upper left corner of Fig.1(a) where the x−z projection
of the lattice is shown. Repetition of the unit cell in the
y-direction creates a channel-like structure that together
with its local triangular form are the main features of the
lattice. The connectivity between nearest unit cells ex-
tended in y-directions is shown in Fig.1(b). A given site
of the Hollandite lattice has 8 nearest neighbors, that are
shown in Fig.1(c). We remark that in real materials, like
Figure 1: (Color online) Different views of the Hollandite lat-
tice. In this picture, the black points denote the position of
the transition metal atom. (a) An x− z plane projection in-
cluding the conveniently used 8-atom unit cell enumerated in
the clockwise direction. (b) Panoramic view of 8-atom chan-
nel extended in y-directions. (c) Panoramic view of 4-atom
channel, connecting 4 ladders. We also show the 8 nearest
neighbors of site 0 that are labeled by numbers 1..8.
the α-MnO2 compounds, these 8 neighbors are at differ-
ent distances, the length of the bonds being ∼2.86 Å, 2.91
Å and 3.44 Å, respectively. Nevertheless these sites have
to be considered as nearest neighbors since removing the
longer links disrupts the lattice connectivity.
The magnetism in α-MnO2 materials is due to the in-
teraction of the magnetic moments localized on man-
ganese ions, which interact with each other through
oxygen-mediated super-exchange.24,47–50 We consider
here the simplest possible model compatible with the lat-
tice structure and the low magnetic anisotropy of man-
ganese ions on manganese oxides: we place classical
Heisenberg spins on the sites of the Hollandite lattice.
We restrict the interaction to nearest neighbors. In fact
recent results, based on density functional theory show
that the contribution of the second nearest-neighbors to
the total energy of the system is negligible 28. We there-
fore consider a model similar to the one of Ref. 27 where
three couplings strengths - J1, J2, J3 - were used for the
spin-spin interactions, one for each of the three types of
nearest neighbors. Assignment of J1, J2 and J3 is shown
in Fig.2. Therefore the Heisenberg Hamiltonian reads
H =
3∑
k=1
∑
<ij>k
J ijk ~si · ~sj , (1)
where < ij >k, k denotes three different groups of near-
est neighbors of spin ‘i’. We used three colors - J1 blue, J2
red and J3 green - in all figures to represent each type of
nearest neighbors. Positive values of the couplings corre-
3Figure 2: (Color online) A view of Hollandite lattice structure
which shows the distribution of (J1, J2, J3) bonds for differ-
ent kind of nearest neighbours. The blue lines extending in
y-directions denote J1 bonds. The red lines denote the J2
bonds and the green links are the J3 bonds. This figure also
shows the definition of a J1 chain and how the lattice sites
n, n+1, n+2 inside this chains are labeled. Finally it is shown
that this lattice could also be described with 4-site unit cell,
where the sites selected in this work are represented by blue
points and the three lattice vectors ~A1, ~A2, ~A3 for this rep-
resentation are also given as pink arrows. The details of the
lattice parameters are given in AppendixA.
spond to AFM interactions, the negative values refer FM
interactions. We remark that such choice of the couplings
makes the interactions J-anisotropic in general.
Despite the seeming simplicity of the Hamiltonian (1),
as we find below, it admits many different ordered mag-
netic ground states depending on signs and relative
strengths of the couplings Jk. This richness reflects the
complicated geometry of the Hollandite lattice and the
frustration present for some values of the Jk couplings.
Since in Hollandite-type structures the angles of Mn-
O-Mn bridges take values between 80 and 130 degrees,
simple symmetry rules that determine the sign of the
magnetic couplings, such as the Goodenough-Kanamori
rules,48–50 can not be applied. We failed to find any ex-
perimental insights for the selection of particular values
of the couplings Jk. In general, we expect a different set
of couplings for each material. Therefore, in this study,
we describe the possible magnetic ground states of the
Hamiltonian (1) for all possible values of the coupling
strengths Jk. This also provides us useful insights re-
garding the details of the couplings (sign and the value)
that a particular compound may have.
Figure 3: (Color online) Non-commensurate helical spin con-
figuration with a rotation angle of 2φ in the y direction. (a)
Projection of the first 6 spins on the x−z plane where the non-
commensurate nature of the ground state have been shown for
an angle of φ = 0.76 radian. (b) Propagation of the helical
spin configuration in the y-direction along the two neighbor-
ing J1-chains.
III. PHASE DIAGRAM
In this section we present the ground states of the
Hamiltonian (1), assuming that all the couplings Jk are
constant and do not vary in space and we chart out the
phase diagram for all possible combinations of signs and
relative strengths of the couplings. The phase diagram
depends crucially on the sign of the coupling J1. Since
the Hollandite lattice is composed of triangular ladders
(see Fig.2), the sign of J1 determines whether the lad-
ders are frustrated (the case of J1 > 0) or not (the case
of J1 < 0). This observation allows us to study the two
cases separately and plot the phase diagram as a function
of the ratios J2/J1 and J3/J1. The case J1 < 0 renders
the spin-spin interactions unfrustrated, so that only sim-
ple FM or AFM ground states are present, depending on
the sign of J2 and J3. Such phase diagram is similar to
that of the Ising spins.27
Our results are summarized in Fig.4 which shows the
case J1 > 0. For large values of the ratios J2/J1 and
J3/J1 we find the same AFM ground states as in the Ising
case27. For smaller values of the ratios we find coplanar
helical phases, that are, in general, incommensurate with
the lattice. For J1 < 0 the helical phases are absent and
there are only the simpler AFM ground states, this im-
plies that frustration is needed for the appearance of the
helical phases. The large ratio ground states are rela-
tively easy to identify and we focus on the helical states
below.
We used two different approaches to find the ground
states and compute their energy. First, we performed
the well-known interaction matrix analysis43,44 that is
briefly presented in AppendixA. Second, we used nu-
merical minimization which employs local field quench
method.46 This method consists in starting from some,
possibly random, initial configuration and minimizing the
energy of the system by iteratively aligning every spin
with its local field. This simple algorithm has proved its
efficiency in the case of clean (without disorder) systems
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Figure 4: (Color online) Phase diagram obtained for the
Hamiltonian given by (1) for J1 > 0. The region inside the
red line correspond to the four co-planar helical spin ground
states configuration found in this work, C-H, C2-H, A2-H and
F-H (see text and Fig.6). The corner region of each quarter
(large values of the couplings) refer to the ordered phases C-
AFM,C2-AFM,A2-AFM and FM configurations.
even in presence of frustration.51,52 We have found that
the lowest eigenvalue of the interaction matrix and the
lowest energy reached by numerical minimization agree
well with each other for all the couplings values consid-
ered. We concluded therefore that the lowest eigenvalue
of the interaction matrix corresponds to the true ground
state as it gives the lowest possible energy per site.44
However because of the non-Bravais nature of the Hol-
landite lattice, it is not straightforward to construct the
ground state spin configuration from the wave vector ~q
which minimizes the interaction matrix. The reason is
that in a lattice with a basis, usually it is not possi-
ble to make any three-component linear combination of
the lowest eigenmodes of interaction matrix (for ~q) pre-
serving the unit-length constraint for the spins. To con-
struct the ground states, we have examined an equivalent
auxiliary interaction matrix (see the AppendixA). This
method allows to find the exact expressions for the en-
ergy per site in terms of the couplings Jk’s. By using
this procedure we obtain a one dimensional wave vector
~q = q which gives the ground state energy that coincides
with the lowest eigenvalue of the interaction matrix ob-
tained from Eq. (A5) and the lowest energy obtained in
the numerical simulation. By associating an angle φ to
the wave vector q, we find that the ground state energy
can be written as (see AppendixA):
EGS = J1 cos 2φ+ (|J2|+ 2|J3|) cosφ. (2)
Here 2φ is the angle between spins connected by a J1
bond in the y-direction and the angle φ is related to
the angle between neighboring spins joined by J2 and
J3 bonds. The precise relation is specified below when
0.1
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Figure 5: (Color online). Contour plot of the value φ as
a function of the couplings. Each contour line refers to a
fraction of π, three values are represented 0.1π, 0.5π and 1.π.
The ground state energy with same values of φ is identical in
each quadrant, however the ground state spin configuration
in each quadrant for a given φ is different as explained in the
text.
we classify the possible helical states. As a consequence
of Eq. (2), we find a non-commensurate helical spin con-
figuration in the y direction with a rotation angle of 2φ
as shown in Fig.3. Therefore, the angle φ measures the
helicity of the spin configuration. The angle φ that min-
imizes the energy (2) is given by
cosφ = −|J2|+ 2|J3|
4J1
. (3)
Substituting the above value of cosφ, we find the follow-
ing final expression for the ground state energy in the
helical spin configuration,
EGS = −J1 − (|J2|+ 2|J3|)
2
8J1
. (4)
The condition for the angle −1 < cosφ < 1 implies
that the above expression for site energy is valid only
when Eqn. (3) has a solution for φ, i.e |J2|4J1 + 2
|J3|
4J1
≤ 1.
This condition determines the phase boundary between
helical spin states and the simple AFM ground states (see
Fig.4). As both the energy and the angle φ depend on
J2 and J3 only through the quantity |J2|+2|J3|, we have
that for each value of this quantity there is a segment in
the phase diagram where the energy and the spin config-
urations are exactly the same for all the points in a given
quadrant. This can be seen in Fig.5 where we show a con-
tour plot of the value φ as a function of the couplings. As
can be seen from this plot the value of φ increases contin-
uously from 0 to π forming a rhombus in phase space for
a given value of φ. In general the spin configurations for
a given value of φ will correspond to a non-commensurate
5co-planar spin arrangement (only for some specific values
of J2 and J3, the angle φ is commensurate). It is worth
to notice that we get an incommensurate ground state
in the J-isotropic case where (J1 = J2 = J3), for which
we have φ ≈ 2.42 radians, very different from the trian-
gular lattice where there is an ordered ground state with
2π/3 angle between them. It is also important to note
that the plane of polarization of the spins is arbitrary,
as the Hamiltonian is invariant under global rotations of
the spins.
The detailed analysis (see AppendixA for more details)
reveals that there are four different helical spin arrange-
ments that appear for four different combinations of the
signs of J2 and J3. We also notice that, as the angle φ
increases continuously from 0 to π, each of these states
eventually transforms into one and only one of the AFM
states found in the large J2/J1, J3/J1 limit. Therefore,
we use similar notations for the four helical ground states
as for the corresponding AFM/FM state to which it is
connected: C-H, C2-H, A2-H and F-H phase, the letter
‘H’ refers to the helical nature of the ground states. In
order to describe the spin arrangement in each of these
helical ground states, it is useful to label a given site
with index n in a specific J1-chain (namely the y-axis as
defined in the caption of Fig.2). As we have mentioned
above, the spins rotate helically in the lattice y-direction
with a rotation angle of 2φ (see Fig.3). However, spins on
different J1-chains, connected by J2 and J3 bonds, can
have different spin arrangements. To illustrate this differ-
ence and to describe the spin configurations, it is useful
to divide all the J1 into α chains, that are the chains
with an odd sublattice number as given in Fig.1(a), and
β chains for even sublattices.
We now describe four different ground states. In all
these helical phases, the ground states correspond to co-
planar spin arrangements with the spins in the e˜x − e˜z
plane and the pitch of the chirality advances towards the
y-axis. The choice of the polarization plane is arbitrary.
We start with the C-H phase (J2 > 0 and J3 > 0): The
spins on the α and β chains are parametrized as follows
~s αn = cos(2nφ)e˜x + sin(2nφ)e˜z (5)
~s βn = cos((2n+ 1)φ)e˜x + sin((2n+ 1)φ)e˜z . (6)
Here e˜x and e˜z are unit vectors in the x and z spatial
directions, ~s αn and ~s
β
n are spins on sites n in the α and
β chains respectively with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, .... Then the ar-
rangement of the spins in the C-H phase will be ~s αn for
odd sublattice number and ~s βn for even sublattice num-
ber as shown in Fig.6(a). It is straightforward to check
that ~s αn · ~s βn = cosφ and the angle between two spins in
different J1-chains is always φ. The ground states for the
other choices of the signs of J2 and J3 are constructed
from the C-H ground state as we now show. For the C2-
H family of ground states, we have J2 < 0 (negated with
respect to C-H case) and J3 > 0. We obtain the ground
state energy if we set ~s αn(J2) ·~s
β
n(J2)
= − cosφ = cos(π+φ)
and ~s αn(J3) ·~s
β
n(J3)
= cosφ where ~s α(β)
n(J2)
and ~s α(β)
n(J3)
are the
Figure 6: (Color online) Spin arrangement on the x− z plane
of each incommensurate helical phase. (a) C-H where the
angle between the spins on nearest J1-chains named α,β is φ
(b) C2-H where the J1-chains inside the unit cell are arranged
α,β,−α,−β and the angle between them are φ if the sign does
not change and π + φ if the sing change (c) A2-H here the
J1-chains are arranged α,−β,−α,β and also the angle between
them are φ if the sign does not change and π + φ if the sign
change (d) F-H here we have α,−β with an angle of π + φ.
two nearest-neighbor spins of the site n of the α and
β chains connected to it by the J2 or J3 bonds respec-
tively. Therefore, if two J1-chains are linked by J2 bonds
the angle between the spins in the chains is π + φ, while
spins of the chains linked by J3 bonds have an angle of
φ. Therefore, there are 4 different J1-chains per unit cell:
α,β,−α,−β as shown in Fig.6(b). The minus sign denotes
a spin flip. Similar reasoning applies to the A2-H phase
where J2 > 0 and J3 < 0: the angle between two spins
linked by J2 bond is φ and spins linked by J3 bond form
an angle π+ φ. The arrangement of the J1-chains in the
A2-H ground state is α,−β,−α,β as shown in Fig.6(c).
Finally in the F-H ground state where both J2 < 0 and
J3 < 0, the angle between two spins in different J1-chains
is always π+φ and the order of the J1-chains is α,−β as
shown in Fig.6(d). It is worth to mention that the defi-
nition given above for the α and β index to the odd and
even sublattices is not unique. In fact the definition of α
and β chains could be interchanged by adding a constant
angle −θ in the argument of the sin and cos terms ap-
pearing in above Eqs. (5)-(6). However this fact does not
correspond to any macroscopic degeneracy of the ground
state spin configuration.
It is of interest to compare the distribution of angles
between spins within a given triangle for the Hollandite
lattice to that of other 2d triangular lattices or ladders.
For a given spin in a triangle in the Hollandite lattice,
6if φ′ and ψ denote the angle of the spins joined by J1
bonds and J2 (or J3) respectively, then we obtain the
condition φ′ = 2φ for any values of Jk’s and ψ = φ or
ψ = π+φ depending on the sign of J2 and J3. The rela-
tion φ′ = 2φ has also been observed in other triangular
lattices where the interaction strengths along different
directions are taken different.13. It is also instructive to
compare the resulting phase diagram with that of Ising
spins on the same lattice.27 For J1 < 0 (ferromagnetic
coupling) the interactions are not frustrated, and the two
models have exactly the same ground states, as expected.
The J1 > 0 case is frustrated: If |J2|/J1, |J3|/J1 ≫ 1 the
ground states are again the same: C-, C2- and A2-AFM.
For small values of |J2|/J1, |J3|/J1 ( |J2|4J1 + 2
|J3|
4J1
≤ 1) dif-
ferences appear between the Heisenberg and the Ising
models: the Heisenberg model develops different incom-
mensurate helical spin ground states, the Ising model
still has the same collinear ground states. When one
goes closer to the origin of phase space, |J2|2J1 +
|J3|
J1
≤ 1,
the Ising model enters the correlated, geometrically frus-
trated phase, see Fig. 4 in Ref. 27). This phase is absent
in the Heisenberg model, in which there are four different
incommensurate helical ground states. The only degen-
eracy of these ground states is due to global spin rota-
tions. We remark that the area of the correlated frus-
trated phase of the Ising model is smaller than that of
the helical phases, implying that the Ising model under-
estimates the degree of geometrical frustration present in
real materials, that are better described by the Heisen-
berg model. For the Ising model, the site energy EGS of
the correlated, geometrically frustrated phase, does not
depend on J2 and J3, unlike the present case, as seen from
Eq. 4. Also we note that there exists no spin configura-
tion in the highly degenerate ground state manifold of the
correlated, geometrically frustrated phase of Ising model
which can continuously evolve to the respective collinear
phase in the large |J2|/J1 and |J3|/J1 limit. However for
the present model the helical spin configuration in each
quadrant of the phase diagram is continuously connected
to the respective collinear phase in the large |J2|/J1 and
|J3|/J1 limit.
IV. MAGNETIC STRUCTURE FACTOR
Experimental results suggest that helical magnetic or-
dering might be present at low temperatures in some Hol-
landite compounds24,25 but no details regarding the spin
configurations is mentioned. In this section we discuss
possible experimental signatures of the helical ground
states presented in the previous section. The usual way to
determine the spin configuration in a magnetic material
is to perform neutron diffraction experiments.53 In these
experiments, the main quantity is the magnetic struc-
ture factor ~FM ( ~Q), defined as the Fourier transform of
the magnetic structure:
FM ( ~Q) =
1√
Nt
Nt∑
l=1
e
~Q.~rl ~S(~rl). (7)
Here ~Q refers to the scattering momenta and Nt is the to-
tal number of sites in the lattice. We note that FM ( ~Q) is
in general a complex vector quantity. The magnetic form
factor FM ( ~Q), could be re-written for the four different
helical phases in the following compact way,
FM ( ~Q) =
Nuc∑
i=1
( 5,7∑
j∈1,3
~si,je
i ~Q.~dj +
6,8∑
i∈2,4
~si,je
i ~Q.~dj
)
e
~Q.~Ri
(8)
whereNuc is the total number of unit cells. While writing
Eq. (8), we have used ~rl = ~Ri + ~dj , where ~Ri denotes
the position of the unit cell center and ~dj denotes the
sublattices within the unit cell. ~sij is the spin for the
‘j’ sublattice in ‘i’th unit cell. The quantity within the
parenthesis of Eq. (8) is related to the so called magnetic
unit cell form factor defined in a given x-z plane.
FM ( ~Q) =

 5,7∑
j∈1,3
~sje
i ~Q.~dj +
6,8∑
i∈2,4
~sje
i ~Q.~dj

 (9)
In the above ~sj denotes the relative spin orientations in
a given unit cell as indicated in Fig.6. The ~dj denotes
the position of the sublattice j within a given unit cell as
explained in AppendixA.
To illustrate the qualitative difference present in the
four different helical spin configurations we choose J1 =
1.0, J2 = ±2.0 and J3 = ±0.45. The choice of the magni-
tude of the J2 and J3 is for illustrative purpose only and
the arguments presented here could easily be extended
for the cases when the complete specification of the Ji’s
are available. There are two key quantities related to
the ground states of the helical phases. First, the angle
φ that specifies the rotation angle of spins along the y-
axis. The second quantity is the relative orientation of
the sublattice spins in a given unit cell as shown in Fig.6.
The information regarding the angle φ is encoded in the
y-component of the scattering vector ~Q, and the rela-
tive orientation of spins in different helical phases can
be read off from x- and z-components of ~Q. The an-
gle φ could easily be inferred by detecting the maximum
of |FM ( ~Q)| as a function of ~Qy. To illustrate this, we
have presented a 2-dimensional contour plot of |FM ( ~Q)|
in x − y plane as shown in Fig.7. For the parameters,
J1 = 1.0, |J2| = 2.0 and |J3| = 0.45, angle φ (following
Eq. (3)) is equal to 2.38 radians. A straightforward eval-
uation of Eq. (8), yields that one expects peaks to appear
at Qy = ±
(
2πN
c
− 2φ), but the peak heights at a given
Qx is not, in general, the same for each phase. These
71.0
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Figure 7: (Color online) A contour plot of Log
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(|FM ( ~Qmax)|/|FM ( ~QM)| (see text for details) has been given in the plane of
Qy and Qx. Qy and Qx are given by
2pi
a
Nx and
2pi
c
Ny respectively and the length of each axis has been taken as twice the
reciprocal unit vector along respective axis. The axes are labeled by the values of Nx and Ny which takes values ‘0’ to ‘2’. ‘a’
and ‘c’ denotes the reciprocal lattice vectors along the x and y directions respectively. The bright regions indicate peaks i.e
higher values of |FM ( ~QM )|. For the parameters J1 = 1.0, |J2| = 2.0 and |J3| = 0.45 the φ is 2.38 radians. The bright lines
parallel to Qx axis appear for Qy ∼ 0.13 and Qy ∼ 0.79. These values of Qy corresponds to Qy = 2φ−
14pi
c
and Qy = 2φ−
12pi
c
respectively.
constitute the key features of the magnetic form factor
and could be used to distinguish the four helical phases.
We note that the position of the maximum of |FM ( ~Q)|,
i.e, |FM ( ~Q)|max is different in each phase. The cor-
responding ~Q is named ~Qmax and |FM ( ~Q)|max is sim-
ply named |FM ( ~Qmax)| here in after. The position of
~Qmax and the relative height of other peaks compared
to |FM ( ~Qmax)| in a given phase is characteristics of that
phase and could be used to distinguish each phase from
another. This is particularly important as in a given
experiment the obtained value of |FM ( ~Qmax)| is com-
pletely arbitrary and can not be distinguished for each
phase but the relative height of other peaks compared
to |FM ( ~Qmax)| could be determined. For this reason we
have plotted in Fig.7 Log10 (10|FM ( ~Qmax)|/|FM ( ~Q)|) in
Qx-Qy plane. We notice from Fig.7 that for C-H and F-H
phases the two largest peaks appear at the wave vectors
~Q = (0,−(12π
c
− 2φ), 0) and ~Q = (0,−(14π
c
− 2φ), 0)
respectively. However if we compare the ratio of the
heights of these two peaks we find that they take differ-
ent values in each phase. This is also true for the C2-H
and A2-H phases where the two largest peaks appear at
~Q = (2π
a
,−( 12π
c
− 2φ), 0) and ~Q = (2π
a
,−(14π
c
− 2φ), 0)
respectively. In Table I, we have represented the ratio
of the relative peak heights at different pairs of points,
(N1, (2φ−N2)) (where ~Q = (2πa N1,−
(
2N2π
c
− 2φ), 0)) to
demonstrate the qualitative difference between the four
helical phases. In these points |FM ( ~Q)| is directly propor-
tional to |F( ~Q)| and thus one can compare the theoreti-
cally obtained values for Log10 (10|FM ( ~Qmax)|/|FM ( ~Q)|)
to that of experimentally obtained values to arrive at the
correct phases. We note that for the C-H phase and the
F-H phase there is a white line at Qx = 2πa . This is
due to the fact that for ~Q = (2π
a
, Qy, 0), the magnetic
unit cell structure factor |FM ( ~Q)| is identically zero for
any values of Qy and φ (the contribution from the odd
and even sublattices are zero separately). The Log10 plot
used in the Fig.7 makes Log10 (10|FM ( ~Qmax)|/|FM ( ~Q)|)
a large negative number which is outside the numerical
range shown by the color code in Fig.7 and hence repre-
sented by white line instead. This particular sublattice
symmetry is broken for the C2-H and A2-H phases by
different distribution of sublattice spins as evident from
Fig.6.
Table I: Comparative ratios of |FM ( ~Q)| (or |FM ( ~Q)|) at sym-
metric points which are represented by a pair of numbers. The
first column represent different helical phases and the other
columns represent |FM ( ~Q)| or (|FM ( ~Q)|) scaled by maximum
of |FM ( ~Q)| (or |FM ( ~Q)|).
Phase (0,2φ-7) (1,2φ-7) (2,2φ-7) (0,2φ-6) (1,2φ-6) (2,2φ-6)
C-H 0.5618 0 0.0597 1 0 0.1063
C2-H 0 0.5618 0 0 1 0
A2-H 0 1 0 0 0.5933 0
F-H 1 0 0.1063 0.6566 0 0.0698
One can perform a similar study of FM ( ~Q) in Qx-Qz
plane also to differentiate the four different helical phases,
however we refrain from discussing that as it will add
little to what has already been explained here. Having
discussed in detail the experimental realizations of the
ground state spin configurations, we discuss the ground
state magnetization and zero field susceptibility. The
ground state magnetization (mµ=
∑
i si,µ) is zero as can
be found directly from Eqs. (5)-(6). The T = 0, zero
magnetic field susceptibility tensor is given by,
χµ,λ =
1
N
(∑
i,j
〈si,µsj,λ〉 − 〈si,µ〉〈sj,λ〉
)
= χ δµ,λ, µ, λ ∈ x, z (10)
8In the above χ = 0.5 and δµ,λ is the Kronecker delta,
as we have taken the plane of spin configurations as the
x − z plane. The vanishing ground state magnetization
and finite zero temperature susceptibility are consistent
with experimental values observed in a previous study.25
V. EFFECT OF MAGNETIC FIELD
In this section we consider the effect of a uniform mag-
netic field. As mentioned in Sec.III, the Hamiltonian is
symmetric under global spin rotations. As a consequence,
the plane of polarization for the helical spin configura-
tions is arbitrary and the ground state energy is inde-
pendent of the choice of the plane of polarization. For
concreteness we assume the same x-z plane we used in the
previous sections. Therefore a parallel field (h‖) means
parallel to the director of the helix, i.e. y-direction in our
case. For small parallel uniform fields the Hamiltonian
reads:
H = H0 + h‖
Nt∑
i=1
sy,i, (11)
where H0 refers to the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1) and
sy,i represents the y-components of ~si at site i. We as-
sume the helical ground state is only perturbed slightly
away from the zero field state, so that we can decompose
every spin ~si =
√
(1−∆2)~s0,i−∆e˜y into zero field value
~s0 and a small perturbation e˜y, the value of ∆ that min-
imizes Eq.11 is ∆ =
h‖
4(J1+J2+2J3−EGS)
. Then the ground
state energy in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic
field equals to
E = EGS −
h2‖
4(J1 + J2 + 2J3 − EGS) . (12)
As expected we find that the classical ground state en-
ergy is minimized in the presence of a magnetic field. If
we take the J-isotropic limit J1 = J2 = J3, then from
Eq. (12) we find the ground state energy for classical
AFM 2D triangular lattice model in the presence of a
magnetic field.54 The susceptibility χ‖ is readily com-
puted and is given by
χ‖ =
1
2(J1 + J2 + 2J3 − EGS) > 0. (13)
Therefore for a finite parallel magnetic field, we obtain
χ‖ > 0 at zero temperature in agreement with experi-
mental results.24,25 The above equation (13) is valid for
all values of the parallel field such that h‖ ≤ hc‖, where hc‖
is the critical field beyond which the helical order breaks
down and the system becomes ferromagnetically ordered
along the applied field. The critical field hc‖ can be cal-
culated as
hcy = 2(J1 + J2 + 2J3 − EGS). (14)
Note that though the ground state state energy given by
Eq. (4), is independent of the sign of Ji, the susceptibil-
ity χ‖ and the value of the critical magnetic field hc‖ do
depend on the sign of Jk.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied a classical Heisenberg model with J-
anisotropic couplings on the Hollandite lattice. The lat-
tice is a good approximation for the structure of cer-
tain transition metal oxides, such as α-MnO2. By using
both the interaction matrix method and the local field
quench numerical method we construct the phase dia-
gram at zero temperature as a function of the couplings.
We found a rich phase diagram with 8 different phases,
depending on the signs and mutual strengths of the cou-
plings J1, J2, J3. The sign of J1 has a strong effect on the
phase diagram: for J1 > 0 only collinear antiferromag-
netic phases are present, while for J1 < 0 these antiferro-
magnetic (AFM) phases are only stable for large values of
the ratios of J2/J1 and J3/J1. For smaller values of the
ratios we find helical phases, with a pitch that in general
is not commensurate with the lattice. It is incommen-
surate even in the J-isotropic limit J1 = J2 = J3, in
contrast to the known 120◦ spin distribution of 2D and
3D triangular lattices. The fact that the helical phases
appear for any J1 > 0 indicates that frustration is the
crucial ingredient for the existence of the helical order in
this system. We showed that the four helical phases are
connected to only one of the collinear antiferromagnetic
phases that appear at large values of the ratios J2/J1 and
J3/J1.
By comparing results presented here with the previ-
ous results obtained for Ising spins we show that though
for large ratios of J2/J1 and J3/J1 the Ising solution is
recovered, as expected, for small values the Ising model
fails to measure the frustration present in the lattice. We
have also analyzed in detail the magnetic structure factor
of each of these helical phases. Our analysis explains the
essential differences that magnetic structure factor pos-
sesses in each helical phase. We expect that the general
argument outlined regarding the structure of magnetic
structure factor will be useful to distinguish each phase
in neutron diffraction experiments. These results are of
importance for compounds like K1.5(H3O)xMn8O16 and
K0.15MnO2 where the helical arrangement have been sug-
gested previously 24,25 at low temperature. Finally we
have studied the effect of an external magnetic field per-
pendicular to the plane of polarization of the helical spin
configurations and calculated the magnetic susceptibility
for such external magnetic field. The critical external
magnetic field for which the helical order breaks down is
also provided.
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Figure 8: (Color online) A part of the Hollandite lattice where
four J1 − J2 ladders are connected to form a 4 site channel.
The letters I to IV denote the four different J1 − J2 lad-
ders extending along the y-directions. The numbers 1, 2, 3, ....
represent the indexing of sites in each ladder.
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Appendix A: Interaction matrix method
In this appendix we present briefly the standard in-
teraction matrix analysis and the extended interaction
matrix method, that we developed to construct the heli-
cal ground states.
To calculate the interaction matrix, we start by enu-
merating the sites of unit cell as shown in Fig.1 (a). The
coordinates of a given site in Hollandite lattice are given
by a vector ~Ri,m where i denotes the unit cell andm refers
to the sublattice. The ~Ri,m is written as ~ri + ~dm where
~ri is the position of the center of the unit cell and ~dm
the relative position of each unit cell atom with respect
to the center, with m = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Within this 8-atom
unit cell, we can express the vectors ~dm as functions of
the lattice spacing. Defining a1,a2 and a3 as distances
between the neighbors connected by bonds J1, J2 and J3
respectively, we find:
~d1 = −l2~ex + a12 ~ey + l1~ez,
~d2 = l2~ex + l1~ez,
~d3 = l1~ex +
a1
2
~ey + l2~ez, ~d4 = l1~ex − l2~ez, (A1)
~d5 = l2~ex +
a1
2
~ey − l1~ez, ~d6 = −l2~ex − l1~ez,
~d7 = −l1~ex + a12 ~ey + l2~ez,
~d8 = −l1~ex + l2~ez,
where the factors li’s are given by
l1 = l2 +
1√
2
√
a23 −
a21
4
, l2 =
1
2
√
a22 −
a21
4
, (A2)
and ~eη denotes the unit vector along the η axis with
η = x, y, z. It more convenient, however, to describe
the Hollandite lattice using a unit cell containing just 4
sites as shown in Fig.2. The 4 lattice points selected as a
basis are drawn in blue in Fig.2. The translation vectors
( ~A1, ~A2, ~A3) as functions of the bond distances are given
by the following expressions:
~A1 = a1~ey
~A2 = 2(l1 + l2)~ex (A3)
~A3 = l2~ex − a12 ~ey − l1~ez.
These vectors are shown in Fig.2 as pink arrows starting
form the lattice point number 2.
Now we are in position to present the interaction ma-
trix methods. First, we outline the usual interaction ma-
trix method for classical spin system.43 as given below,
Jmk(~q) =
1
N
∑
i,j
Jim,jke
i~q·(~Rim−~Rjk), (A4)
where i and j denote the index of the unit cells of the
lattice, and m and k denote the site position in the unit
cell. As there are only 4 atoms in the unit cell, the in-
teraction matrix is a 4× 4 matrix. One can easily check
that the symmetry of the Hollandite lattice, reduces the
number of independent matrix elements to 4. Referring
to the selected 4-site unit cell of the Hollandite lattice as
described in Fig.2, the independent matrix elements are
given below,
J11(q) = 2J1 cos(~q · ~u11)
J12(q) = J2ei~q·~u12 + J2ei~q·(~u12−~u11)
J13(q) = J3ei~q·~u13 + J3ei~q·(~u13−~u11)
J14(q) = J3ei~q·~u14 + J3ei~q·(~u14−~u11),
where ~u11 = ~A1, ~u12 = ~d8 − ~d1, ~u13 = ~d8 − ~d7 and
~u14 = ~u1− ~d3+ ~d7 using Eqs. (A1). We have the following
expressions for the interaction matrix,
J(~q) =


J11(~q) J12(~q) J13(~q) J14(~q)
J12(~q) J11(~q) J3J2J12(~q) J
∗
13(~q)
J∗13(~q)
J3
J2
J∗12(~q) J11(~q) J12(~q)
J∗14(~q) J13(~q) J
∗
12(~q) J11(~q)

 , (A5)
10
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
Because of the non-Bravais nature of the Hollandite
lattice, it is difficult to find the ground state spin con-
figuration, even in the case when the value of ~q that
minimizes the interaction matrix, is known. In order
to solve this problem we developed the following alter-
native approach. We notice that the Hollandite lattice
can be described as a collection of J1 − J2 ladders inter-
connected by the J3 links (see Fig.8). We next construct
the interaction matrix of a given J1− J2 ladder and also
the inter-ladder interaction matrix for the J3 coupling.
In this representation the wave vector ~q became one di-
mensional (~q = q). We begin by examining the minimum
wave vector q that minimizes the new interaction matrix
for the collection of such J1 − J2 ladders. We found that
for the four J1 − J2 ladder as shown in the Fig.8, the q
which minimizes the interaction matrix, yields the low-
est ground state site energy as obtained by numerics and
usual interaction matrix in Eq. (A5). The interaction
matrix for these four J1 − J2 ladder system reduces to:
J ′(q) =


J0(q) J1(q) 0 J1(q)
J1(q) J0(q) J1(q) 0
0 J1(q) J0(q) J1(q)
J1(q) 0 J1(q) J0(q)

 , (A6)
where the diagonal terms J0(q) = J1 cos 2q + J2 cos q
corresponds to interactions inside one ladder and the
off-diagonal terms J1(q) = J3 cos q to inter-ladder in-
teractions, for simplicity we have neglected the vector
representation of q as it is one-dimensional. The four
eigenvalues obtained for J ′(q) are ±(J1 cos 2q + J2 cos q)
and J1 cos 2q ± (J2 + 2J3) cos q. The lower eigenvalue is
J1 cos 2q + (J2 + 2J3) cos q corresponding to Eq. (2).
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